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Brief Description of Project:

There is a significant amount of investigation regarding how to efficiently
distribute loaded containers from the ports to the consignees. However,
to fully maximize the process and become more environmentally friendly,
one should also study how to allocate the empty containers created by
these consignees. Currently, most container movement at the Ports of
Los Angeles and Long Beach follow a simple movement, going from the
port to importers and then back to the port as an empty container.
Subsequently, some of these empty containers go from the port to
exporters and then return as loaded containers to the port, with both
empty and full containers shipped from the ports to Asia.
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In this study, the researchers propose to have some of the empty
containers go directly from the importers to the exporters and not return
empty back to the port. The most prominent reason this container
movement is uncommon in today’s system is because of the substantial
amount of coordination required between the different companies to
make the exchange in a timely fashion. This research will develop a
procedure that will yield better container movement solutions to
efficiently satisfy both today’s demand as well as future stochastic
demand. Benefits of reduced truck miles include a decrease in pollution
and congestion levels from containerized traffic between marine
terminals and hinterland. This is achieved by the development of an
optimization framework that incorporates both empty and loaded
containers and allocates them throughout the day. It then provides a
vehicle routing schedule that has the potential to reduce the number of
trucks and truck miles needed to meet the demand, therefore reducing

congestion at peak hours of the day, and making freight more
environmentally friendly.
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